Remote Asset Management

10 steps to dramatically increase your
productivity with vehicle tracking
Increasing the productivity of both your mobile workforce and your ofﬁce workforce is easy
with vehicle tracking from RAM. Our clients have outlined 10 ways that they have improved
the productivity of their whole workforce.
1.

Increased visibility – “The RAM system gives us
increased visibility of our workforce, ensuring
productivity is maximised and planning is much easier,”
Roger Wood, Argus Security Systems (Security).

2.

Timesheet veriﬁcation – “We wanted to make sure our
payroll was being processed accurately and that the
engineers were being paid for the times they actually
worked,” Darren Kirk, AR Smith and Sons (Electrical
Engineers).

3.

Sending the closest engineer to a job – “The real-time
aspect of the system has allowed us to regain control
of our resources, meaning we have increased our
productivity by assigning the engineer that is closest to
the job,” Carlton Littleford, Carlton Alarms Ltd (Security).

4.

Managing jobs – “By managing the jobs carried out by
our engineers more effectively we’ve seen a distinct 10 15% increase in productivity,” David McColl, Classic Lifts
Ltd (Service Engineers).

5.

Reduction in ofﬁce administration time – “Having RAM
vehicle tracking has made our life in the ofﬁce much
easier, we can pull off various reports very quickly and
simply from the system. Ofﬁce productivity is just as
important as the productivity of our mobile workforce,”
Chaz Kholi, Denby Decorators (Painting and Decorating).

6.

Live tracking – “Before we had RAM Tracking installed
our workforce used to come to the yard every morning
before setting off to a job, which as we are electrical
contractors could be anywhere in the country. This
wasted a lot of time and we have seen a deﬁnite increase
in the productivity of our workers since installing RAM,”
Rob Jackson, DH Marrion Ltd(Electrical Contractor).

7.

Reduction in time spent calling engineers – “It was a
labour intensive exercise just to locate ‘the closest
engineer’ and a lottery as to who we would call ﬁrst!
Having RAM’s system on our vehicles has saved us
this frustration and in turn has noticeably decreased
our monthly phone bills,” Stacey Miller, EDS Ltd (Fire
Alarms).

8.

Increasing amount of work done in a day – “Since RAM
tracking has been implemented our installers have
begun asking for more work when their scheduled job
ﬁnishes early, this has improved the general productivity
and proﬁtability of the workforce,” Stephen Craggs, G.
Craggs Ltd (Electrical Delivery).

9.

Re-routing a worker if they get lost – “We sometimes get
calls from operatives who have gotten a little lost on the
way to a job. Vague descriptions of their location can be
confusing, but the ability to click a button on the mouse
and instantly know where they are in relation to the client
is outstanding. We can give accurate directions to get
him back on track and call the client if the diversion is
likely to cause a delay,” Jeanette Hamiliton, Heritage
Preservations Ltd (Property Maintenance).

10. Less travel more work – “We have found since installing
vehicle tracking from RAM that there is now less travel
time and more work time, we have seen a 20% increase
in productivity of the workforce!” Steve Kittrick, SLK
Interiors Ltd (Decorators).
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